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As we all know, the thermal power enterprises are large secondary energy 
suppliers, which are energy-intensive and vulnerable to pollute the environment. In the 
current, they play the more important role, when the alternatives of the nuclear power, 
wind power, biomass energy and other new energies alternatives are no way to 
large-scale cases. 
The thermal power is inherent in the business of high energy consumption and 
high pollution, which being precisely contradictory to which people hold a growing 
pursuit of clean air and elegant environment of high-quality living. Especially in the 
more developed economies of the region, people's awareness of the negative 
environmental problems earlier. They own more determination to the optimization of 
industrial structure and the changing of living environment. In the 1990s last century, 
China allocated huge funds for the construction of large-scale thermal power enterprise 
of XIAMEN HUAXIA International Power Company Limited. With the ever-changing 
economic and social development of XIAMEN Special Economic Zone, the 
relationship between the city and enterprise confronts with that embarrassment. How to 
take this issue seriously and put forward ideas to solve the problem for the future 
implementation of the new strategic measure to ensure the sustainable development of 
enterprises is very necessary. 
Against this background, this paper focuses on the Construction of an era in line 
with development needs, but also on strategic thinking of new power generation 
business model which can create more business benefits and social benefits. And it 
explores future development strategic, strategic planning, as well as the specific 
changes for the thermal power company too. 
    The full text reviews environmental management, the development history and 
the current situation of the Energy-saving And Emission-reduction; carries out analysis 
of the company’s Energy-saving And Emission-reduction strategies conditions 















each level; carries out analysis of the company’s development strategy and in-depth 
studies to put forward concrete ways for the implementation of the strategy; focus on 
business process reengineering strategy with leading technology strategy, cost 
leadership strategy, as well as other "Support Large-Scale And Reduce Small-Scale”② 
①strategy; and explores the implementation of change especially from the strategic 
planning and all aspects of preparation for the implementation of change, as well as the 
new organization prepared for the implementation of change too.  
    In this paper, the core competition, SWOT, Michael Porter's competitive strategy, 
and other basic methods are taken to in-depth study the strategy of the Energy-saving 
And Emission Reduction for Sustainable Development for the XIAMEN HUAXIA 
International Power Company Limited.  
    The research of this paper is hoped to be able to provide some help and reference 
to XIAMEN HUAXIA International Power Company Limited, especially for the 
environmental management and the development of the enterprises through the 
Energy-saving And Emission Reduction through the market mechanism.  
 
 





                                                        
② Support Large-Scale And Reduce Small-Scale, being referred to as one market mechanism of the Energy-saving 
And Emission Reduction, is a reference on the power industry that more high-capacity generators replace the 
small-capacity power generating units in order to save energy power generation units. Here, it is in referring to 
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① 绿色信贷就是“green-credit policy”，是环保总局、人民银行、银监会三部门为了遏制高耗能高污染产业的
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支持、战略模拟实施过程的调研诊断，以及变革的准备和组织实施。   
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